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Corrigendum 
Volume 26, Number 2 (1977), in the article, “Nonlinear Equations of Evolu- 
tion and a Generalized Stefan Problem,” by J. W. Jerome, pp. 240-261: 
In Section 4 there are notational inaccuracies which may lead to misunder- 
standing. For NM<, read H( UM*) (not H( UM;)) and for GM&, read G(uvi) (not 
G( UMi))’ throughout the section. By (3.261), the step function sequence {@‘i> 
converges in L2(D) to U since, by (4.liii), the piecewise linear sequence {U”*} 
converges to U. The analysis of Section 4 is unaltered except that (4.IV) and 
(4.4) are defined in terms of { o”i} rather than (U”i}. Note that we can 
assume, without loss of generality, that uM’(x, t) -+ U(x, t) a.e. in D. 
Also, the first line of the statement of Theorem 2.2 on p. 246, read m = l,..., M 
(not (m = l,..., M - 1)) and make the same change in the statements of 
Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.4, and (3.26ii). Finally, delete m = I ,..., M - 1 in 
(3.26i) and replace H by H, in the first instance of its occurrence on p. 248, 
line 8 and on line 18 of the same page. 
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